
Free Shipping for Crafts 4 Kidz Liquid Chalk
Markers for Summer and Beyond
Parents can qualify for free shipping of
their order when they purchase 3 or more
of Crafts 4 Kidz Liquid Chalk Markers.

MINNEAPOLIS, MN, UNITED STATES,
July 2, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Parents considering the purchase of
liquid chalk markers for their children this
summer can qualify for free shipping of
their order when they purchase 2 or more
of Crafts 4 Kidz Liquid Chalk Markers.

The liquid chalk markers come in 8
brilliant colours that will provide kids with
hours of tremendous fun. The item retails
for $14.95 and shipping charges
normally cost $6.95.  As Amazon offers
free shipping for all orders over $35, it
makes perfect sense to order 3 or more
of the them so there's one available as
soon as the other pack runs out- avoiding
disappointments and melt downs. This is
economizing and savvy shopping at its
best especially for those who are mindful of every penny spent. By ordering 3 packs, you will also
save an additional 18% using the coupon code AS23NKBF at checkout.

With so much time on their hands, children can become easily bored during the summer. Crafts 4
Kidz liquid chalk markers is one of the best ways for keeping the children occupied while helping to
hone their creative skills. Shoppers can also purchase additional chalk markers as gifts for their
children's friends so they can have fun together creating unique craft projects.

The liquid chalk markers are non-toxic and can be used on non porous surfaces. Kids can write
messages or make drawing on windows, tiles and refrigerator doors without causing any permanent
damage as markings are easily erased using a damp cloth. 

To optimize creativity, Crafts 4 Kidz' liquid chalk marker pack also includes a 24 chalk label stickers.
These stickers can be used for a variety of purposes including: labeling of gifts, labeling of toys,
decorating bedroom doors or even dressing table mirrors, making thank you notes and name tags.

For further information about Crafts 4 Kidz liquid chalk markers or to purchase two or more items and
qualify for free shipping, visit: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WRDE39C
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By ordering 3 packs, you will
also save an additional 18%
using the coupon code
AS23NKBF at checkout.
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